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BACKGROUND
1.
Reserved forests are rare gems and exceptionally relevant for a
country’s social, health and economic security. In addition, not only are forests
relevant to promoting eco-tourism, they also contribute towards the
economic, social and national security of a country. Therefore, protecting the
forests and all other reserved areas remains quintessential for any rightthinking country.
2.

The Outamba Kilimi National Park (OKNP) is situated in the Tambakha

Yobangie Chiefdom, Karene District, North-Western Region, close to the border with
the Republic of Guinea and has a total area of about 1, 109 km2. The area became a
game reserve in 1974, and was formally gazetted as a National Park in October
1995. The OKNP is named after its highest peak in one part, Mount Outamba, and its
longest river in the other, River Kilimi. The area was originally chosen for preservation
as it contains a large number of chimpanzees. The vegetation is woodland savanna,
with a mixture of jungle. Wildlife includes primates such as chimpanzees, colobus
monkeys and sooty mangabeys; hippopotamuses; elephants; antelopes and over a
hundred species of birds. The UN Environment Programme lists the OKNP as a
protected area. There is about 1 km radius of buffer zone around the OKNP, where
most of the villages are. The terrain is mostly flat with few hills. A number of large
rivers flow south-west through the park, including the Mongo River, Great and Little
Scarcies. Parts of the park may be inaccessible at the height of the rainy season
(July–August) due to overflowing of the Little Scarcies. OKNP is one of fifteen (15)
networks of protected areas under the aegis of the National Protected Area Authority
(NPAA), on behalf of the Government of Sierra Leone.

3.

Over the past months, issues of illegal timber logging in the forest

reserve, illegal gold and diamond mining using localized dredges in the Little
Scarcies, leading to water contamination and environmental pollution, insolent
behaviour towards state functionaries/institutions by some locals, cattle
grazing in the forest reserve, involvement of some foreign nationals in the
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illegal mining and timber logging, presence of Sierra Leonean & Guinean
poachers with firearms within the forest reserve and other concerns have been
reported through the early warning and early response system. These reports
came against the background that several efforts have been made to stop
these illegal activities. Specifically, joint RSLAF and SLP deployment was
effected and raids conducted against illegal miners and timber loggers with
thousands of logs seized and mining equipment destroyed. Locals had been
admonished, on several occasions, to desist from colluding with foreigners and
other Sierra Leoneans to deplete the forest and undermine environmental
protection efforts.
4.

In early 2022, the Resident Minister North-West Region, made an

intervention and appealed to GoSL for the release of the timbers that were
seized. His request was granted on the condition that no fresh logging and
mining should be carried out within the designated OKNP. Despite his
intervention, the illegal activities continue in an accelerated pace.
WHY PROTECT THE FOREST RESERVE
5.
As humans, we depend on forests for our survival, from the air we
breathe to the wood we use. Besides providing habitats for animals and
livelihoods for humans, forests also offer watershed protection, prevent soil
erosion, and mitigate climate change. After oceans, forests are the world’s
largest storehouses of carbon. They provide ecosystem services that are
critical to human welfare. These include absorbing harmful greenhouse gasses
that produce climate change. In tropical forests alone, a quarter of a trillion
tons of carbon is stored in above and below ground biomass. Forests provide
clean water for drinking, bathing, and other household needs and also serve
as a buffer in natural disasters like flood and rainfalls. They also provide
habitat to more than half of the world’s land-based species. Forest
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preservation is also crucial for protecting biodiversity and provision of food
and medicines. In addition, there is prospect of maintaining the European
Union funding which runs into millions of Euros for conservation purposes.
ASSESSMENT OF OKNP AND KEY FINDINGS
6.
Inter-alia, some locals had logged some timber within the forest reserve
which were confiscated by government. There was an appeal for what had
already been logged to be removed from the forest, thereafter, the ban on
logging within the OKNP enforced. It however emerged that whilst the old logs
were being removed, the situation was exploited by loggers, hence, they
started logging new timber and decimating the forest threatening the entire
ecosystem of the OKNP.
7.

There is ongoing illegal mining using dredges by both locals and

foreigners (mainly Malians, Nigerians, Ghanaian and Guineans). This is
massively contaminating and polluting water bodies thereby rendering the
waters unusable for the downstream communities.
8.

There is illegal hunt for wild animals which is pushing endangered

species to the brink of extinction. The poachers are using firearms which are
either locally made or military grade shotguns. This has the potential for arms
trade to grow if the poaching of wild animals become lucrative and profitable.
9.

The illegal actions have been intrinsically intertwined with the livelihoods

of the locals. This makes their actions a matter of survival. Fintonia Town (the
Head Quarter of Tambakha Yobangie Chiefdom) is showing rapid economic
boom by the development of zinc roofed houses, an active mobile money
outlet, solar-powered electricity and a large aggregation of youths.
10.

The is the strong possibility of connivance between some Game Guards

and loggers and miners. The willing Game Guards also lack the required
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logistical support to effectively discharge their duties. This has the proclivity
to also compromise all Game Guards.
DETAILS OF THE STAKEHOLDERS’ ENGAGEMENT
11. On Saturday, 21st May, 2022, cross section of the National Security
Council

Coordinating

Group

(NSCCG)/Provincial

Security

Committee

(PROSEC) North-West/District Security Committee (DISEC) Karene District
held an engagement with local authorities and other stakeholders in Fintonia,
Tambakha Yobangie Chiefdom, Karene District on a number of security and
environmental related threats to the Outamba Kilimi National Park and other
locations.
12.

Present at the meeting were the National Security Coordinator (NS

Coord), the Minister of Environment, the Resident Minister North-West, the
Assistant Inspector General of Police (AIG) in charge of Police Operations, the
AIG North-West, the AIG Police Headquarters, the Assistant Chief of Defence
Staff (ACDS) in charge of military Operations and Planning, Permanent
Secretary, Ministry of Internal Affairs, Chief of Staff Office of National Security
(ONS), Executive Director (ED) National Protected Area Authority (NPAA),
cross sections of PROSEC North-West and DISEC Karene, local stakeholders
of Sella Limba, Sanda Loko, Tambakha Simibugie and Tambakha Yobangie
Chiefdoms and some International observers.
Opening Statements
13.
The meeting was chaired and co-chaired by the NS Coord and the
Resident Minister, North-West Region respectively. In his opening, the NS
Coord expressed appreciation for the appreciable turnout of the local
authorities and took the opportunity to extend greetings from the Chairman
of the National Security Council (NSC); His Excellency, the President of the
Republic of Sierra Leone, Brig. (rtd.) Julius Maada Bio. The NSCoord stated
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that the purpose of the engagement was to frankly discuss the problems facing
the preservation of OKNP; one of the critical national assets for Sierra Leone.
That the rate of illegal activities has attracted the attention of His Excellency,
the President and had therefore directed that all lawful measures should be
put in place to address the anomaly as a matter of urgency.
14.

The NS Coord outlined issues such as; illegal timber Logging, gold

mining on water beds, poaching, etc. as among the problems facing the
management and protection of the OKNP and therefore the subjects of
discussion. The NSCoord decried the behaviour of some locals who are in the
habit of conniving with foreigners to deplete their own forest. He described
this as a national disservice and further stated that while it is the desire of
government to extend development to all areas of the country, such
development will only be sustained if preserved by the beneficiaries. He also
expressed that although the Outamba is a currently and globally recognized
facility, such recognition will only be maintained if people refrain from those
activities that are inimical to OKNP.
15.

The NS Coord reiterated the President’s commitment to the

preservation of natural habitats across Sierra Leone. He therefore expressed
that the security sector will continue to firmly support the President’s pledge
and vision and will therefore do all within its mandate to prevent the further
ravaging of OKNP as well as all other Government reserved areas. The NS
Coord drew the audience’s attention to what he referred to as a “security
timebomb” awaiting explosion and appealed to the people of the two
Tambakha Chiefdoms and beyond to serve as watchdogs in order to keep the
sanctity of the forest.
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16.

The NS Coord also informed the gathering that a European Union

proposed funding is at the verge of being withdrawn because of the current
state of affairs at the OKNP. He therefore encouraged the locals to discontinue
all illegal activities in order to restore the European Union’s confidence and
continue in this direction forever.
17.

The co-chairperson, the Resident Minister. North-West Region,

Honourable Alpha Khan, started by expressing his disappointment at the state
of affairs and cited that an agreement reached between his leadership and the
authorities of Tambakha had been breached, which is why a high-powered
team was in Fintonia. The Honourable Minister opined that the ongoing
depletion and pollution activities taking place at the OKNP are not in favour of
unborn generations. He stated that activities such as timber logging, killing
wildlife and illegal gold mining will destroy the ozone-layer and this will
adversely affect human and environmental health. He therefore appealed to
all and sundry to relate well with the environment so that there will be a
balance in nature’s approved symbiotic relationship.
Contributing Statements
18.
The Park Manager, OKNP expressed appreciation for the engagement
and described the visit as timely. The Manager supported submissions made
by previous speakers and added that dangerous chemicals being used by
illegal miners are destructive to precious species as well as the environment.
The Manager further lamented the fact that because of the current ongoing
bad practices, tourists are no longer attracted to OKNP because endangered
species are being rapidly depleted. She ended by appealing for the
community’s support in the management of OKNP as her administration has
always adopted an all-inclusive policy towards the management of OKNP.
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19.

In his contribution, the Director of Operations, Sierra Leone Police,

started by expressing that the law frowns at all forms of crimes, including illicit
use of dredges to mine gold at water beds, logging of timber and poaching at
forests reserves. While he also joined other speakers in appealing to the
community to serve as watchdogs, the Director of Operations however
promised that the SLP will leave no stone unturned in arresting and
prosecuting offenders.
20.

The District Security Coordinator, Karene added that a number of

persons arrested during a raid at OKNP are currently being prosecuted. The
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Internal Affairs recommended that local
leaders be made to take responsibility for illegal activities being perpetrated
at OKNP. This, according to the PS, is because, there is no way such activities
will take place at OKNP without the knowledge and support of the local chiefs.
The PS therefore suggested that for any future breach, the powers of the
suspected local authority be suspended and given to another chiefdom
authority that will show willingness to cooperate with government’s desire.
21.

The local authorities in turn pledged their commitment to supporting

government in the protection of the forest, but however appealed that in
future, government should always sit and dialogue with them on issues
relating to the management and protection of the forest. They further
requested for an increment to the number of current Game Guards deployed
to keep watch over OKNP.
Keynote Address
22.
Giving the keynote address, the Minister of Environment, Professor
Foday Jaward commenced by expressing hope because statements from local
authorities were very assuring and therefore optimistic of a brighter future.
He however admonished the people to exercise patience as the EU as well as
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all other projects will fully incorporate the community as the project will be an
all-inclusive one. The project, the Minister added, is intended to benefit the
community much more than the current ongoing illegal activities that are
benefiting only a few persons. The Minister stated that an Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) will soon be conducted to ensure that the project
follows standard practice. He ended by reminding all that there is an existing
Environmental Court which is responsible for trying environmental offenders.
TAKE-HOME RESOLUTIONS
23.
The meeting ended with the following take home resolutions:
1. Henceforth, all logging, poaching and mining activities within the OKNP and
its surroundings should be stopped and measures to confiscate logs and
destroy mining equipment should be instituted.
2. A permanent security deployment (joint SLP/RSLAF) to be made in the
OKNP.
3. The youths to form a taskforce and jointly work with the NPAA to protect
the OKNP – NPAA to facilitate a meeting to discuss taking the process
forward.
4. GoSL to work with local authorities to promote the OKNP’s attraction to
tourism
5. Foreigners should not be allowed to involve in illegal activities aimed at
depleting the forest reserve
6. Raids should be mounted on locations where logging and mining activities
are taking place
7. Administrative actions to be taken against local authorities who fail to
report activities of logging and mining within their localities.
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Weapons seized from Guinean poachers few months ago by Game
Guards at the OKNP were handed over to the Director of Operations
of the Sierra Leone Police.
RECOMMENDATIONS
24.
OKNP has great opportunity to contribute to the economy other than
timber logging, wild animal poaching and illicit mining if it can be treated as a
business case and the alternative revenue stream carefully studied for
investment. This investment must be private sector, government and
conversation led. The following Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs)
need to give a lending hand to the Ministry of Environment to permanently
bring a halt to illicit activities in OKNP.
24.1 Ministry of Works and Public Assets (MoWPA) and the Sierra Leone
Roads Authority (SLRA) should prioritize rehabilitation of the roads
leading to Fintonia. It is the hope that opening the area to eco-tourism
could lead to a decrease in illegal activities due to the fact that
monitoring and enforcement will be swift. However, keeping the roads
bad could advantage the people doing illicit activities and foster cross
border illicit trade. The Kabbah ferry should be made to be up and
running at all times to ease crossing. A long-term recommendation in
improving the road network, is the construction of bridge that links
Kamakwei and Fintonia and other surrounding communities.
24.2 Ministry of Tourism and Cultural Affairs (MoTCA) should ensure the
promotion of tourism in the OKNP. Private sector triggering of hospitality
around OKNP should be considered.
24.3 As an alternative source of livelihood for the locals, Ministry of
Agriculture (MA) should strengthen beekeepers around the OKNP by
providing support to private sector off takers of honey produced in this
region. This can be achieved via aggregating beekeepers into functional
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cooperatives, mechanizing honey production blockchain technology and
organic certification of the honey.
24.4 Ministry of Information and Communication (MIC) should enhance the
visibility of OKNP as an eco-tourist destination and an academic research
stop.
24.5 Ancillary support to the local communities should be considered in terms
of providing quality health post and potable drinking water.
24.6 Establish an independent administration (with overall supervision by
NPAA) for the management of OKNP, using the Gola Rain Forest National
Park model in Kenema District.
CONCLUSION
25.
OKNP presents an opportunity to diversify the economy away from
climate sensitive illicit activities like poaching, mining, and logging. Ecotourism can be the key driver to changing the narrative for sustainable
development in Outamba and Sierra Leone.

APPENDIXES
Photographic evidences of environmental depletion
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The Delegation engaging the Management of the Outamba Kilimi National Park

Weapons seized by Game Guards from Guinean poachers being handed over to the SLP
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Deplorable condition of the roads leading to the OKNP and Fintonia

Ravaged forest as a result of illegal activities
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Samples of logs from the Outamba Kilimi National Park

Illegal gold mining at river beds in the Outamba Kilimi National Park
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Use of dredge in the illegal gold mining at the Outamba Kilimi National Park

Truck transporting logs from the Outamba Kimili National Park
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Use of multiple dredges for gold mining on river beds

Makeshift tents used by illegal loggers and miners in the forest reserve
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